The benefit of using genomic breeding values (GEBV) in predicting ADG, DMI, and residual feed intake for an admixed population was investigated. Phenotypic data consisting of individual daily feed intake measurements for 721 beef cattle steers tested over 5 yr was available for analysis. The animals used were an admixed population of spring-born steers, progeny of a cross between 3 sire breeds and a composite dam line. Training and validation data sets were defined by randomly splitting the data into training and testing data sets based on sire family so that there was no overlap of sires in the 2 sets. The random split was replicated to obtain 5 separate data sets. Two methods (BayesB and random regression BLUP) were used to estimate marker effects and to define marker panels and ultimately the GEBV. The accuracy of prediction (the correlation between the phenotypes and GEBV) was compared between SNP panels. Accuracy for all traits was low, ranging from 0.223 to 0.479 for marker panels with 200 SNP, and 0.114 to 0.246 for marker panels with 37,959 SNP, depending on the genomic selection method used. This was less than accuracies observed for polygenic EBV accuracies, which ranged from 0.504 to 0.602. The results obtained from this study demonstrate that the utility of genetic markers for genomic prediction of residual feed intake in beef cattle may be suboptimal. Differences in accuracy were observed between sire breeds when the random regression BLUP method was used, which may imply that the correlations obtained by this method were confounded by the ability of the selected SNP to trace breed differences. This may also suggest that prediction equations derived from such an admixed population may be useful only in populations of similar composition. Given the sample size used in this study, there is a need for increased feed intake testing if substantially greater accuracies are to be achieved.
INTRODUCTION
A large number of genomic tools have become available because of the rapid advancement of DNA marker technology after the mapping (and sequencing) of the bovine genome. This has led to increasing demands for inclusion of DNA marker tools in traditional evaluation systems, to yield marker-assisted EBV, often with greater accuracy compared with traditional EBV (Johnston et al., 2008) . Various strategies have been suggested for inclusion of marker information in genetic evaluations, but so far none of the methods is optimal (VanRaden, 2001; Dekkers, 2007; Kachman, 2008) . Results from a DNA test can be used to create a molecular score (MS) or a molecular breeding value, which is often a weighted sum of the number of copies of the frequent alleles of several polymorphisms with the weights estimated in a reference data set (Kachman, 2008) . Because MS will likely account for only a small portion of the total genetic variance, it will be necessary to combine polygenic and molecular breeding value into a single selection tool (VanRaden, 2001; Dekkers, 2007; Kachman, 2008) . Selection index methodologies have been shown in simulation to be useful in combining polygenic and molecular breeding values (Dekkers, 2007; Crews, 2008) . Genomic selection is also seen as a viable option where selection is based solely on genomic breeding values (GEBV; Meuwissen et al., 2001) . Recently, Bayesian estimation has emerged as the method of choice for genomic selection because it allows different variances to be fitted to each SNP Moser et al., 2009) . Genomic selection has been successfully applied in the prediction of performance in dairy cattle, but such success has not been realized in beef cattle populations (MacNeil et al., 2010) . In this study, Bayesian-based methods and the theory underlying genomic selection were used to select a subset of markers, and ultimately to derive GEBV whose ability to predict RFI, DMI, and ADG was then evaluated using data from an admixed population of beef cattle steers.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The Canadian Council on Animal Care (1993) protocols and guidelines were followed when caring for the animals.
Animal Resource and Study Design
Data consisted of 721 crossbred steers sired by Angus, Charolais, or University of Alberta hybrid bulls with a composite dam line. The composition of the dam line is described in detail by Goonewardene et al. (2003) . Feed intake data were collected over a 5-yr period, with 2 groups (fall-winter and winter-spring) tested every year for the first 3 yr. In yr 4, 1 group of animals was tested for 2 consecutive periods (fall-winter, and then winter-spring), first on a low-energy feedlot diet in period 1 (fall-winter), and then a high-energy feedlot diet in period 2 (winter-spring). In yr 5, 2 groups of animals were tested in 2 consecutive periods as follows: The first group was put on a high-energy feedlot diet for both periods, whereas the second group was first tested on a lower energy diet and then switched to a highenergy diet in period 2. Animals had free-choice access to feed and water. In total, 9 batches of animals were available for analysis, with a batch being a combination of year and season of testing. All batches were placed into 3 groups as follows: Fall-winter tested animals were in group 1, winter-spring test animals were in group 2, and diet-switch animals were in group 3. Individual animal feed intake and feeding behavior data were collected using the GrowSafe automated feeding system (GrowSafe Systems Ltd., Airdrie, Alberta, Canada) at the University of Alberta Kinsella ranch. Daily feed intake was converted into daily DMI by multiplying intake by the DM content of the diet. Daily DMI was then standardized across the different years to 10 MJ of ME/kg of DM by multiplying daily DMI with the diet ME content and then dividing by 10 (Basarab et al., 2003) . Average daily gain was calculated as the slope from the regression of BW on test day. Metabolic midweight was obtained as the midweight on test raised to the power of 0.75.
Residual feed intake (RFI) was calculated within group using the following formula: RFI = DMI − (β 0 + β 1 batch + β 2 ADG + β 3 MMWT), where β 1 , β 2 , and β 3 are partial regression coefficients; β 0 is the intercept; and MMWT is metabolic midweight.
Training and validation data sets were defined by randomly splitting the data into a training set (2/3, n = 485) and a testing set (1/3, n = 243) based on sire family so that there was no overlap of sires in the 2 sets. This random split was replicated 5 times such that there were 5 training and 5 testing data sets. Random splitting by sire family reduces the ability of genetic markers to approximate the relationship between individuals in the training and testing data, thereby minimizing chances of an inflated correlation of GEBV and trait phenotype in the prediction process . The first replicate of the training data was used for SNP preselection, and the selected SNP were then reanalyzed in all replicates of the training data. The association between genotypes and phenotypes was tested in the training set, whereas the accuracy of prediction of the marker-derived breeding value explored in the testing set was tested as the correlation between GEBV and phenotypes.
Genetic Data
Approximately 50,000 SNP were genotyped for 745 beef steers by using the Illumina Infinium II (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA) platform. These SNP were tested for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (P > 0.05), minor allele frequency (>5%), and SNP call frequency (>88%), with nonqualifying SNP being discarded. Ultimately, a total of 38,158 SNP were selected for further analysis. Genotypes were coded as 0, 1, and 2, with 0 being the SNP allele with the lesser frequency and 1 being the allele with the greater frequency, respectively, such that the 2 homozygotes were represented as 0 and 2, and 1 was the heterozygote. Missing genotypes (about 1% of all genotypes) were imputed by submitting SNP genotype calls as well as missing genotype information to fastPHASE (Scheet and Stephens, 2006) chromosome by chromosome, the SNP having been ordered according to their chromosomal position. The parameters used were as follows: 10 random starts of the expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm (T), 30 iterations of the EM algorithm (C), 15 cross-validation clusters (K), and no sampling of haplotypes from the posterior distribu-tion of each random start of the EM algorithm (H). The most probable genotype imputed by fastPHASE was considered the true genotype. All SNP with unknown chromosomal positions were discarded. A final 37,959 SNP were included in the analysis.
The following animal model was used in the whole data set to estimate polygenic breeding values, variance components, and genetic parameters using ASReml (Gilmour et al., 2008) . The model included fixed effects of contemporary group (breed, batch, and test group combinations), with age at the start of test as a covariate, as shown below:
where the design matrices X 1 and Z 1 relate phenotypic observations in the vector y 1 to fixed (β) and polygenic (a) effects, respectively. The vector e contains random residual terms specific to animals. The parameters a and e were assumed to be normally distributed, with a mean of 0 and variances Aσ a 2 and I n e σ 2 , respectively. The matrix I n is an identity matrix of order equal to the number of animals with RFI observations, whereas A is the additive relationship matrix, σ a 2 is the random polygenic effect variance, and σ e 2 the residual variance, respectively. Accuracy was calculated using the formula
se a σ , with se 2 being the prediction error variance and σ a 2 being the additive genetic variance (Gilmour et al., 2008) . A bivariate model was used to compute genetic correlations between the traits by extending Eq. [1] to include a second trait.
Bayesian Estimation of Marker Effects
Estimation of marker effects was performed using 2 models:
1. Random regression BLUP (RR-BLUP), which assumes the same prior variance for all random SNP, as described by Meuwissen et al. (2001) . 2. BayesB, in which a locus-specific variance is estimated but the loci are divided into 2 groups: one group of a relatively small number of SNP with large effects that contribute to the genetic variance with probability (1 − π), and a second group of a large number of SNP with no effect, with probability π (Meuwissen et al., 2001 ). The BayesB model used was similar to that of Meuwissen et al., (2001) , except that effects of SNP genotypes and not haplotype were fitted.
The BayesB model makes strong assumptions about the prior distribution of marker effects, namely, a large proportion of SNP have no effect. The BayesB and RR-BLUP models used are implemented in the AlphaBayes software (Hickey and Tier, 2009 ), which uses a modified version of the Gibbs sampling algorithm to solve for model effects. The SnpBlup and BayesBFast implementations in AlphaBayes were used for RR-BLUP and BayesB analyses, respectively. Even though the real value of π was unknown for this data set, π was set at 0.95 for all analyses, such that 5% of SNP were fitted simultaneously in each cycle of the Gibbs chain.
The model of analysis used for RR-BLUP and BayesB was as follows:
where the design matrices X 1 , Z 1 , and Z 2 relate phenotypic observations in the vector y 1 to fixed (β), residual polygenic (a*), and SNP (g) effects, with elements Z 2ij = 0, 1, or 2, corresponding to the genotype of animal i at locus j, with g normally distributed with mean 0, and variance σ gj 2 , for RR-BLUP, and drawn from an inverse χ 2 distribution with probability π in BayesB. The variance σ σ gj a n 2 2 = in RR-BLUP, and was estimated for each instance of j in BayesB. The vector e contains random residual terms specific to animals. The parameters a* and e were treated as random. The matrix I n is an identity matrix of order equal to the number of animals with trait observations, whereas A is the additive relationship matrix, σ a* 2 is the random residual polygenic effect variance, and σ e 2 is the residual variance. Fixed effects fitted included contemporary group (breed-batch-test group combinations), whereas age at the start of test was used as a covariate.
The first 20,000 iterations from the total 100,000 iterations were discarded as burn-in. Mean SNP substitution effects were obtained from the posterior samples for each trait, and SNP ranked from greatest to least based on the magnitude of the allele substitution effect. From this ranking, the top 200 SNP were selected for further analysis. Allele substitution effects for the selected SNP were reestimated in each of the 5 replicates of the training data, with the first 5,000 iterations of the total of 20,000 discarded as burn in. For this analysis, π was set to 0.0005 so that estimates for all 200 SNP could be obtained.
Genomic Value Estimation
Trait-specific marker panels were obtained from analysis using the various methods outlined above. The SNP were subsequently used to derive marker scores. Marker scores were calculated as a weighted sum of the number of copies of the more frequent allele at each SNP locus, with the weights being the allele substitution effects (β) estimated. The summation of all MS for each individual yielded a GEBV:
where T ij represents the marker genotype of animal i at SNP j, coded 0, 1, and 2 as described previously; ĝ j is the estimate of SNP effect j; and N m is the number of SNP. The following nomenclature GEBV No SNP
Trait
.
was used for clarity. The GEBV were derived for panels with all 37,959 markers as well as the top 200 SNP for each trait.
Genomic Predictions
The accuracy of prediction for the GEBV was assessed as the correlation between GEBV and the phenotype both within and across sire breeds.
Candidate Gene Analysis for RFI
For the trait of RFI, the 1:2 ratio of validation to training records was randomly replicated 5 times, and each replicate was analyzed using both RR-BLUP and BayesB methods so as to obtain SNP that consistently ranked within the top 200 because these were likely viable candidate genes for RFI. The number of times that an SNP was ranked within the top 200 after the 5 analyses yielded the "detection" frequency, expressed as a percentage. The positions of SNP with the greatest detection frequency were used to search for gene annotations and associated publications in Entrez Gene, HomoloGene, and PubMed.
RESULTS

Genetic Parameters and Variance Components
Phenotypic and genetic correlations between the 3 traits analyzed are shown in Table 1 . Correlations were greatest between ADG and DMI and were least between ADG and RFI. There were significantly high phenotypic and genetic correlations for DMI with both RFI and ADG. Table 2 gives variance components and genetic parameters for the traits evaluated. Estimates of phenotypic and genetic variance were greatest for DMI and least for ADG. Subsequently, single-trait heritability estimates for RFI and ADG were moderate to low, whereas DMI heritability was in the medium range. Table 3 shows trait-specific as well as between-trait correlations for GEBV with RFI, DMI, and ADG. (GEBV obtained from estimates for association with DMI but using SNP identified by training on RFI) yielded higher correlations than traitspecific values. Correlations between traits and GEBV with all 37,959 markers included yielded lower correlations than those using only a subset of the top 200 SNP for both BayesB and RR-BLUP (Table 3) . Generally, the RR-BLUP method yielded greater prediction accuracies than did BayesB, whereas prediction accuracy for RFI was greater than for DMI and ADG.
Accuracy of GEBV Prediction
In Table 4 , trait-specific correlations for different sire breeds are shown, for panels trained using both BayesB and RR-BLUP. The correlation of GEBV and RFI was slightly different within sire breed compared with the value obtained in across-breed comparisons. Further, for RR-BLUP, there was a pattern of differential accuracy within sire breed, with differences observed depending on what trait was being evaluated. For ADG, the Hybrid and Angus breeds tended to differ from each other, whereas for RFI, the Charolais sire breed tended to have a correlation pattern different from the Hybrid and Angus breeds (Table 4) .
Candidate Genes for RFI
Eleven SNP associated with RFI were consistently ranked within the top 200 in 3 of 5 replicates (detection frequency of 60%) when the training data were analyzed using the RR-BLUP model. The greatest detection frequency obtained using the BayesB method was 40% (a total of 28 SNP had this detection frequency), whereas 92 SNP had a detection frequency of 40% or greater with the RR-BLUP method. Seven of the 11 SNP with detection frequency 60% were located either within a gene or close to a gene whose function could affect feed intake or feed efficiency (Table 5) . Further, 4 of the 11 SNP were identified with a 40% detection frequency when using the BayesB method, whereas all 92 SNP from RR-BLUP had a detection frequency of at least 20% with the BayesB method. A total of 6 SNP were common between the 92 from RR-BLUP and the 28 from BayesB.
DISCUSSION
Diagnosis of convergence for the posterior estimates of SNP effects obtained after burn in was not carried out in this study. This is because the software program used for this analysis did not lend itself to such interrogation. However, AlphaBayes has been extensively tested for convergence in several simulated and real data sets. For data sets with 60,000 SNP, 60,000 Markov chain Monte Carlo samples with a burn-in of 10,000 samples was always enough to obtain convergence (J. Hickey, Animal Genetics and Breeding Unit, University of New England, Armidale, New South Wales, Australia, personal communication). In this study, we used 100,000 Markov chain Monte Carlo samples, with the first 20,000 samples discarded as burn in to ensure that convergence was likely to be reached. As a further confirmation, 2 independent runs with different starting values were applied, and the estimates of SNP effects obtained thereafter (data not shown) had negligible differences between the runs. This gave an indication that the number of iterations chosen and the burn-in threshold were sufficient.
The strategy used in this analysis, to limit the number of SNP used for GEBV estimation to the top 200, was to maximize the chance of capturing a large number of SNP in greater linkage disequilibrium (LD) with underlying QTL as well as to reduce the number of redundant markers. Studies by Kizilkaya et al. (2010) and Zhong et al. (2009) have shown that panels that include QTL or markers in greater LD with QTL perform better when predicting across breeds or across multiple generations. The foregoing assumption is that markers with a large effect signify markers in greater LD with the trait, and thus account for a larger portion of the trait variance. This strategy in itself has a practical implication in that by using a subset of SNP instead of the whole range of markers available in the analysis, equivalent prediction accuracy can be achieved without incurring the costs of genotyping associated with highdensity SNP chips when used in a commercial application. In any case, it is very probable that for the 50K bovine SNP chip, only a subset of markers are useful for prediction purposes for various traits, and inclusion of additional SNP increases noise without a substantial change in prediction accuracy. This has been demonstrated in several studies (Luan et al., 2009; Kizilkaya et al., 2010) in which smaller subsets of markers have achieved accuracies equivalent to or greater than those of larger sets. In this study, for all traits with 200 SNP markers, the BayesB method performed marginally less well than the RR-BLUP method. When allele substitution effects of SNP selected using RFI were reestimated using ADG as the training phenotype, the resulting GEBV ( ) . The RFI SNP panel was able to achieve greater accuracies with DMI than when using the within-trait panel. This offers the prospect of a multitrait panel that can be used for both DMI and RFI. When using all available SNP (37,959), the predictive accuracy was much less than that observed with a smaller subset of 200 SNP. This informed the decision not to evaluate all 5 replicates with the full SNP panel (37,959), but rather to concentrate on the top 200 SNP.
Differences Between Methods
The performances of BayesB and RR-BLUP were quite varied, given the differences in assumptions for the Bayesian and BLUP methods. In the Bayesian methods, posterior estimates are influenced to a large extent by the choice of parameters given by the prior distribution. The biggest difference between the methods is in the assumptions associated with SNP variances. Typically, the genetic variance associated with each SNP in RR-BLUP is assumed to be small, and a uniform value of σ σ g a n 2 2 = is often used (as in this study because it is the one implemented in AlphaBayes), where σ a 2 is the total genetic variance estimated by REML, σ g 2 the variance associated with each SNP, and n is the number of loci. This SNP variance structure has been deemed unrealistic because many of the SNP are believed to have a small or no effect on trait variance, and many effects are fitted compared with the number of records present (Xu, 2003 Fernando et al., 2007) . Given that RR-BLUP fits all marker effects in the model, with marker variances obtained as a fraction of the total genetic variance, a larger number of markers would be needed to account for substantial genetic variance, especially for traits with low genetic variance. This means that for the RR-BLUP method, to achieve equivalent prediction accuracy compared with the Bayesian methods, larger SNP panels would be necessary, especially for ADG and RFI, whose trait variance is small compared with DMI, whereas n is the Table 5 . Locations, closest genes, and associated gene functions for SNP that ranked within the top 200 in 3 of 5 replicates of the training data analyzed using the random regression BLUP (RR-BLUP) method same. Therefore, the results obtained in this study run contrary to that expectation. Such a result as seen in this study is possible where the SNP selected actually capture a reasonable proportion of QTL underlying the traits, which in turn reduces the number of SNP markers required in the prediction panel. The ability of the selected markers to be effective in prediction can be tested only by validation in an independent population.
Further, based on the suggestion by Meuwissen et al. (2001) that large QTL are heavily regressed back to the mean in RR-BLUP, the effects estimated by RR-BLUP will typically be small in comparison with those from Bayesian analyses, which fit only a fraction 1 − ( ) π of the total numbers of SNP available. This means that given that the SNP selection was accomplished by ranking SNP from greatest to least based on the magnitude of the allelic substitution effect, such regression would lower the rank of erstwhile larger QTL.
The use of a Bayesian model that includes a polygenic effect is expected to aid in effect estimation by properly partitioning the phenotypic variance to the various components. However, some studies (e.g., Calus and Veerkamp, 2007) have alluded to the minimal influence of including polygenic effects on accuracy in genomic selection analyses.
In all instances, the RR-BLUP method obtained greater correlations than the BayesB method. This difference may be related to the underlying genetic architecture of the traits. The infinitesimal model applied by RR-BLUP may fit the RFI and DMI data quite well compared with the notion of a few key QTL underlying the traits, as implemented in BayesB. Given that the range of metabolic processes that underlie RFI is quite large (Richardson and Herd, 2004) and considering recent discoveries suggesting that many putative genes may be associated with feed intake (Barendse et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2009) , there is increasing evidence to suggest that a larger portion of the trait variance is under the influence of many QTL of small effect. This lends support to assertions that the assumptions underpinning RR-BLUP may closely approximate the genetic architecture for RFI and DMI compared with Bayesian models. Still, a substantial number of QTL of large effect may be affecting these 2 traits.
On the other hand, given that little variation typically exists in ADG between animals both in this study and in similar studies, it is logical to assume that the genetic contribution toward this trait may be limited to a smaller number of QTL compared with RFI and DMI. Thus, the assumptions of the Bayesian model would be expected to favor a trait such as ADG. It is not immediately clear why this is not the case in this study, and further analysis with a larger data set will be necessary to verify this result. Estimates of variance components obtained from the 5 replicates of the training data are shown in Tables 6 and 7 . Estimates obtained with the BayesB method were substantially greater than those obtained for RR-BLUP, and the proportion of the variance attributable to the SNP in BayesB was quite high. However, the correlations observed using both BayesB and RR-BLUP were less than those observed for the polygenic EBV (0.575, 0.504, and 0.602 for ADG, DMI, and RFI, respectively).
Within-Breed Correlations
The admixed population of crossbred animals used in this analysis consisted of steers sired by bulls of various breeds. Accuracy of prediction within sire breed showed greater variation between breeds when using the RR-BLUP method that when using the BayesB method. There was also greater prediction accuracy within breed than across breed.
This pattern of greater within-breed accuracy with RR-BLUP was clearly different from that observed using BayesB, for which the within-breed correlations were closer to the across-breed estimates. A possible reason for this may be the possibility that SNP selected using RR-BLUP may trace breed differences (SNP are optimized to capture breed differences) such that the Table 6 . Estimates of variance components for ADG, DMI, and residual feed intake (RFI) obtained in the 5 replicates of the training data with the random regression BLUP (RR-BLUP) method accuracy observed across breeds is confounded and not purely attributable to LD between SNP and underlying QTL.
Given that varying amounts of shrinkage are applied to SNP on the basis of differences in allele frequencies (the shrinkage term is the same for all SNP for the RR-BLUP method), any differences in allele frequencies between breeds for any locus will affect the size of the allele substitution effect and, by extension, the prediction accuracy. Habier et al. (2007) showed that for RR-BLUP, genetic relationships captured by the genetic markers affect prediction accuracy to a larger extent than in Bayesian methods because more markers are fit in the model. The consequence of this is that there would be an increase in prediction accuracy if validation animals became more related to training animals, especially if the markers were able to resolve relatedness more than the average relationship matrix.
A key issue in genomic selection of RFI is the utility of GEBV in selecting unphenotyped animals. In this study, the accuracies obtained were low compared with those seen in studies using dairy breeds, for which more accurate phenotypes are used to train SNP. A framework that allows incorporation of EPD and GEBV into a single unit of merit after appropriate weighting will be useful. The weights used could be derived from the reliability of the polygenic EBV and the percentage of genetic variance accounted for by the marker panels (VanRaden, 2001; Dekkers, 2007; Cerón-Rojas et al., 2008; Moser et al., 2009) . A model that uses BLUP (Kachman, 2008) has also been proposed. Such a combined index for selection seems to be the best option, especially for beef cattle until such a time when large populations of animals have been tested for feed intake and GEBV accuracies are greater than the EBV accuracies obtained using traditional BLUP evaluations.
The number of animals in the training set also has a bearing on the accuracy of GEBV (Hayes et al., 2009) . For RFI, a need therefore exists for increased testing of feed intake, despite the cost associated with such an undertaking. This is a priority for several Canadian collaborations involving the Universities of Alberta and Guelph, Alberta Agriculture and Rural Development, and Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada.
Candidate Genes for RFI
Several studies have attempted to characterize the molecular basis of RFI. Barendse et al. (2007) and Sherman et al. (2008 Sherman et al. ( , 2010 ) describe a series of polymorphisms associated with RFI, but the usefulness of these SNP and associated genes in explaining the total RFI variance has yet to be determined. In this study, several SNP with a high detection frequency were in close proximity to genes that may be useful in controlling feed efficiency. Despite the fact that these SNP are associated with some genes of interest, their individual contribution was small. So far, no study involving RFI has shown a gene(s) with a significantly large effect, such that a candidate gene approach may not be the best strategy in characterizing the molecular basis of RFI. The SNP identified in this study may be more useful when seen as key elements of a gene network controlling RFI because the contribution of individual genes is likely to be small. Further research and analysis of gene networks for RFI is therefore warranted and is currently at an advanced stage in our laboratory.
Conclusions
In this study, accuracy of prediction, defined as the correlation between ADG, DMI, and RFI and traitspecific GEBV, was compared between SNP panels derived using 2 genomic selection methods, namely, BayesB and RR-BLUP. The RR-BLUP-derived GEBV achieved greater correlations with trait phenotypes, with accuracy being greatest for RFI. Differences in accuracy between sire breeds were observed with the RR-BLUP method. This may imply that significant differences may exist in SNP associated with RFI between the component breeds in the study population, and the SNP selected are consensus SNP that seem Table 7 . Estimates of variance components for ADG, DMI, and residual feed intake (RFI) obtained in the 5 replicates of the training data with the BayesB method to be inadequate for some breeds that are part of the composite population used. The accuracies obtained for all 3 traits were low, signaling a need for continued feed intake testing to acquire a large number of phenotyped animals, which may aid in better selection of SNP markers to be used for prediction as well as the continued evaluation of whether an admixed population such as ours can be useful in providing an acrossbreed prediction panel for RFI.
